
Figure 1. Shows MATLAB software used to perform a 
series of run tests through the neural net fitting 
application to collect relevant statistical data. 

Based on the data that presented itself through the neural net fitting application, there 
were a series of run tests that provided statistical data to create a predictive graph. The 
neural net fitting application used input and output data to collect the hidden layers. 

There were a series of run tests performed to collect the “R” values. This value determined 
the relationship between the inputs and outputs that were used to calculate the squared and 
percent error in the hidden layers. Based on the data tables that were created, a series of 
selected percentages were used  to measure network generalization, error, and independent 
measure of network performance during and after training. 

The  following percentages were used:
● 60% Training/20% Validation/20% Testing
● 70%Training/15%Validation/15%Testing
● 80%Training/10%Validation/10%Testing

Each run test provided mean squared error that showed the average differences between the 
outputs and targets. The regression “R” values measured the correlation between the inputs 
and the target. An “R” value of zero was the most consistent data that showed a random 
relationship between the variables. The predictive graph showing the output and the target 
data collected provided results that analyzed predictive modeling  to construct instrumental 
learning for future outcomes. This is expected to allow us to both separate completely and 
characterize complex chemical compounds associated with deleterious human health effects.
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In order to investigate and test our hypothesis we will first conduct a thorough 
search of the literature using scientific databases located in the university library. Next, 
we will focus our efforts on developing and optimizing neural network computational 
platforms and particle swarm optimization algorithms to aid in future instrumental 
studies. MATLAB software will be utilized in all computational technique development. 
Next, theoretical pH manipulation and examination of pharmaceuticals will be utilized to 
separate and characterize these toxic compounds and their metabolic pathways. In 
reference to reactive metabolites, Optimization studies will follow using the 
computational techniques described above. Concurrently, we will assess potential reactive 
metabolites using MATLAB software, different pH levels, and pharmaceutical studies. 
Once our data is collected, we will perform series of run tests using the neural net fitting 
application. We will run these hidden layers which examines the input and output of the 
algorithms. Next, relevant statistical tools will be used to create a predictive graph to 
assess past data with possible values of future data. Lastly, both sets of data will be 
utilized to estimate the R values for future outcomes. Chemical toxicity values and 
reactivity will be predicted. 

Methods and Materials

During this research, there were a lot of factors that needed to be considered when 
attempting to create a predictive graph. One of the main factors to keep consistent is the 
computational error while performing the runs. Each run had to be tested multiple times to 
acquire efficient accuracy of the data. Any error within the tests would be due to 
computational errors. If there was any error in the data results a rerun was always performed. 
In order to get a more refined result, twelve run for each dataset were conducted to obtain a 
stronger “R” value. These datasets were graphed for each run performed. 

The predictive graphs provided data for future outcomes using the neural net fitting 
application. All the runs that were performed provided an “R” value presented a strong 
correlation between the variables because the values were close to one. Both past and current 
data provided patterns that could occur in the future. The neural net fitting tool provided a 
measurement of network performances during and after training data to detect a linear 
regression. Future study of pharmaceuticals will allow for greater insight into identifying and 
characterizing metabolites that are crucial to environmental risk assessment.

Conclusions and Discussion
Results

Figure 2. Shows the neural net fitting application 
used to collect statistical data to create a predictive 
graph showing the “R” value of future outcomes.

Table 1. Shows relevant statistical data for different tests performed to get a predictive graph. 

Figure 4. Shows statistical results of the “R” values and discovers patterns to draw up predictions for 
future outcomes. 

Metabolic interferences and biotransformation for chemical 
compounds can provide insight into the toxic and carcinogenic 
modes of action of foreign compounds and their metabolites. [1-4]. 
To allow proper investigation, the development of sensitive and 
selective chemical instrumentation is warranted, especially as it 
relates to comprehensive biomarker screening. [5-7]. The 
importance of enhancing chemical separation efficiency and 
applicability is thus paramount. Here, computational modeling 
techniques including neural networks and swarm intelligence 
optimization methods have been useful [8-10]. They allow 
investigators to solve complicated analytical chemistry tasks 
allocation problems through accelerated instrument optimization 
and algorithmic scalability. pH manipulation and examination is 
crucial to the success of chemical separations and for the 
characterization of chemical compounds associated with 
deleterious human health effects. 

Introduction

Figure 3. Shows the percentages used to measure network generalization, error during training, and 
independent measure of network performance during and after training of data.Research Questions
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How do we study chemical characterization of environmental and health-related 
phenolic compounds? How do we combine computational models, pH manipulation, 
and the study of pharmaceuticals to assess potential toxicity for human health 
assessment? Finally, how will theoretical models developed relate to actual 
experimental work? 
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